I am using technology, it does not burn but atomizes the nicotine solution into smoke which was not possible before.

As a result, many countries have been involved in developing a substitute for cigarette or smokeless products for smoking cessation.

Most of the world's smokers are women and children suffering the same damage of passive smoking.

More than 2 million of smokers in the world died of diseases related to smoking.

Introduction
E-cigarette benefits include:

- The feeling of exciting and satisfying their smoking addiction without any harmful substance and smoke. It has been praised as a revolutionary product in smoking history and a loyal support to human health. It looks like a traditional cigarette with the same taste. E-cigarette is made up of fog material, and in a line process, it is your best choice to use E-cigarette as a substitute for traditional cigarettes.

E-cigarette also helps to those who wish to quit smoking in an easy way. It has been proved that nicotine is the primary substance leading to smoking addiction, which can bring smokers in feeling of exciting and at the same time make smokers dependent. But for smoker who can easily use nicotine with decreasing intensity gradually step by step, it is easy to quit smoking easily while enjoying smoking.

Comparing with traditional cigarette, E-cigarette is different by nature and has many advantages:

- Fashion & healthy smoking: Give smoker the same feeling as traditional cigarette, moreover, satisfy smoker's addiction.
- Helpful for quit smoking without suffering.
- No combustion: No tar, CO and other harmful materials generated by tobacco cigarette.
- Can be used in most of non-smoking places, for no damage of passive smoking.
- Convenient, no cigarette smell, no stained teeth.
- No risk, no lung cancer, no heart trouble.
3. Continuously: If using a hose for continuous periods of quilling, a longer tube may be used.

4. High Nickle: A long tube is recommended for continuous use.

5. Medium Nickle: A medium-length tube is recommended for continuous use.

6. Short Nickle: A short tube is recommended for continuous use.

Remarks:

Power Stick: The power stick is composed of power stock, a separate tube, and a cartridge. It is used for electric quilling machines.

- Cartridges: There are two cartridges available: a red power cartridge and a blue quilling cartridge.
- Power Stock: The power stock is composed of a power stick, a separate tube, and a cartridge. It is used for electric quilling machines.

- Continuously: If using a hose for continuous periods of quilling, a longer tube may be used.

- High Nickle: A long tube is recommended for continuous use.

- Medium Nickle: A medium-length tube is recommended for continuous use.

- Short Nickle: A short tube is recommended for continuous use.

- Remarks:

  - Power Stick: The power stick is composed of power stock, a separate tube, and a cartridge. It is used for electric quilling machines.

  - Cartridges: There are two cartridges available: a red power cartridge and a blue quilling cartridge.

  - Power Stock: The power stock is composed of a power stick, a separate tube, and a cartridge. It is used for electric quilling machines.

  - Continuously: If using a hose for continuous periods of quilling, a longer tube may be used.

  - High Nickle: A long tube is recommended for continuous use.

  - Medium Nickle: A medium-length tube is recommended for continuous use.

  - Short Nickle: A short tube is recommended for continuous use.
Changing the power stick:

The power stick is fully charged when the red light is green from red.

- Make sure the power stick is charged for at least 12 hours for the first time and 4 hours after that.
- Screw the power stick to the charger and make sure they are connected well.

If the power stick is not charged, it must be charged by the charger.

- If the power stick is not charged, it must be charged by the charger.
- If the power stick is not charged, it must be charged by the charger.
- If the power stick is not charged, it must be charged by the charger.

How to use:

The battery of the electronic circuit stops automatically when the indicator light is green from red.

- When you stop to intake the electronic circuit, make the electronic circuit stop between 00.00.
- When you start to intake the electronic circuit, make the electronic circuit start.

The electronic circuit shows the time heat the atomized smoke to a temperature of 1,000°C.

- When you intake the electronic circuit, the atomized smoke is visible in the solution under the pressure of the electronic circuit.
- When you intake the electronic circuit, the atomized smoke is visible in the solution under the pressure of the electronic circuit.

Many options of taste for users preference, such as mint, menthona, e-liquid, pre-juice.
Teenagers and pregnant women

2. Inappropriate user

One who wants to quit smoking
or who has been smoking for a long period of time

Appropriate user:

Appropriate and inappropriate user

E-equality with non-tobacco interdices

You will complete the nicotine reduction successfully and be able to quit smoking or smoke.

Step 1: Schedule nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) for 6 weeks.

Step 3: Then attend between low nicotine and non-nicotine cardinals

For 2 weeks:

Step 1: Stop smoking with high nicotine cartridges and continue with normal smoking

Substitute a person who wants to quit smoking by gradually decreasing the intake

The following four-step procedure is designed especially for smokers who are looking for a

non-oral form of smoking cessation.

By nicotine replacement therapy (NRT), the electronic cigarette releases nicotine in

Four-step procedure for smoking cessation and healthy smoking

For using again some minutes later

E-pherzeta will stop to work for just health and will反思 automatically to be ready

Il indicate 50 in the middle, the indicator will be put to the right side. INHALE. Then

"This explains the details. If you disagree with it, please share your thoughts."

This explains the details. If you disagree with it, please share your thoughts.
Non-smoker and one who is hypersensitive to nicotine

1. The power in battery is not enough. When the voltage in battery is less than 3.0 V, there will be few smoke. Need to charge a full power battery. Screw the pressure stick in the Charger for 12 hours. If the charger turns green from red on the charger, make sure the pressure stick be charged and make sure they are connected well. The battery is fully charged when the indicator light turns green. When you find the smoke become less than before, please charge a new pressure stick immediately. Keep smoking without replace a new pressure stick, the liquid in the sponge will be dry. After that, it will need much more time to get big smoke again. 

2. Keep away from water, strong magnetic field and high temperature environment. Keep the power stick out of the reach of child. Do not put the power stick directly into mouth.

3. Please take off the pressure stick from the E-cigarette and keep them dry and cool place. If you do not use it for a long time, once a cartridge is open, it need to be used within 7 days.

4. Avoid collision.
Using in wrong manner or careless mishandling.

2. We will help to repair and change for the spare parts replaced, if the defect caused by
and defects with the products

1. Please send all used for replacement or replacement do not handle if you will. If there
After service

using again some minutes later.

E-aquelette will stop to work for users' health, and will reset automatically to be ready for
if released 15 patt in one minute, the indicator will flash to warn OVER-INHALATION.

3. Smoke too quickly.